Mystery Ship

Challenge: Your challenge is to PRESENT information about the features of a mysterious cruise ship.

Time: You will have 4 minutes to plan your PRESENTATION, and 2 minutes to present your commercial or testimonial.

The Scene: The captain of a mysterious cruise ship needs his ship to be filled with passengers in order to attract future business. Having a famous passenger present its most unusual or interesting features will help make this possible. Your challenge is to identify the most unusual or interesting features of the mysterious cruise ship, and create a commercial or testimonial given by a famous passenger that will advertise why people should book a cruise on this ship.

Materials: (may only be used to plan the commercial or testimonial)
- 1 sheet of paper
- 1 pencil

Scoring: You will receive
A. Up to 25 points for creativity of the mystery ship’s special features
B. Up to 25 points for character development of the famous passenger
C. Up to 25 points for creativity of your presentation
D. Up to 25 points for how well your team works together
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